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ABSTRACT : 

This paper reveals the efficiency and importance of solarenergy for future generation. This paper deals how “Solar Power Tree” efficiently converts naturally 

available sunlight into energy. The artificial “Solar Power Tree” uses the sunlight through the day time to maximize energy output. Solar power tree uses 

photovoltaic effect technique for the conversion of sunlight into electricity.” Solar Power Tree” actually a metallic structure resembling to a natural tree having 

brancehes. The “Solar Power Tree” composes panels and modules. The panels are connected in series and parallel. To maximize voltage , the panels are connected 

in series , while to increase current density panels are connected parallel. These panels accumulate available sunlight (solar energy) and converts into electrical one. 

The produced electrical energy can be used for various purposes such as domestic and commercial. 
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Introduction : 

Now a days , in all over the world , the rate of population increasing rapidly. With increasing population demand for energy is less as compared to energy 

demand.[1]The non-renewable energy sources (fossil fuels and nuclear reactors) generally main sources of power generation. However , these sources 

pollute the environment mostly.[2]Climate change is one of the major issue that we all are facing , that adversely affects on economy development. To 

overcome this challenge , the best alternative source is to increase the use of renewable or non-conventional sources. The renewable energy sources plays 

an important role in pollution free environment and also it is the major alternative. Among all these solar power tree is the best option to generate energy 

without any environmental impact. We generates the power from sunlight by using solar panel. Most of the generations done using traditional systems. 

However , in traditional systems , land requirement increases and in civilized areas it is not easily available which creates a problem. So , the solution on 

this problem is a “Solar Power Tree”. A “Solar Power Tree” is a structure resembling natural tree with branches on which multiple solar panels are 

mounted in series and parallel. This simplest system is more efficient and effective one to fulfill the energy demand. 

I] Solar Energy Concept : 

Solar power is harvested using solar photovoltaic (PV) technology that converts sunlight (solar radiations) into electricity by using semiconductor 

materials. When the sun hits the semiconductor material within the PV cell , electrons are freed. The freed/running electrons results in electric current. 

Invertor converts DC into AC for further use.Figure1 and 2. 
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II] Solar Power Tree Design : 

The Solar Power Tree is made of a metal structure and have solar panels at the top instead of branches of real tree.Main body of solar tree is a simple 

hollow tube closed at one end to enable the attachment of upper panel. 

Components of Solar Power Tree :A Solar Power Tree consists of following components ,  

i. A metallic pillar 

ii. Multiple solar panels 

iii. Battery 

iv. Metallic stem and branches 

1. A Metallic Pillar :A metallic pillar provides structural integrity to the solar Power Tree to built and thus make the Solar Power Tree to withstand in 

any climatic conditions. 

2. Multiple Solar Panels : A solar panel is a series of interconnected cells made of silicon semiconductor material.To harness maximum power output , 

multiple solar panels are used. 

3.Battery : Battery packs are used to store the produced electrical energy in the form of chemical energy from the solar panels for the further use.The 

rechargeable batteries of lead , Li-ion etc. are commonly used. 

4. Metallic stem and branches : plays a role in supporting the mounted solar panels.The different positions and angles of branches and stem helps in 

capturing more available solar energy. 
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III] Working Principle of Solar Power Tree : 

The working of “Solar Power Tree”is much like that of a real one-leaf like solar panel connected through metal branches.The “Solar Power Tree” works 

based on the phenomenon of photovoltaic effect.When the sunlight falls onto the solar cells , the silicon material absorbs sun energy in the form of 

bundles and the photons (small packets of UV energy) liberates electrons.The freed electrons (current) without delay generates electric current.The sensors 

are used to get Off/On the LED’s during day and night respectively.[3][4] 

IV] Different Arrangements of Solar Power Tree : 

The concept of “Solar Power Tree” or the different arrangements of solar panels can be done on trees like coconut , palm etc.Many design feature rotating 

panels that can automatically move throughout day in a particular angles in order to capture the greatest amount of sunlight. 
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V] Applications : 

• golf courses and resorts.  

• urban and rural areas.  

• recreational parks, city parks.  

• penthouses, balconies, verandas, private gardens.  

• on highways.  

• deforested areas.  

• street lighting.  

• for domestic supply.  

• for industrial power supply.  

• for continuous power supply.  

• Wireless data transmission etc. 
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VI] Conclusion : 

There are many ways to produce electricity.However to fulfil the demand for increased population , we are producing an easy and safe way of producing 

an easy and safe way of producing energy without harming the environment.Also , it takes less space to install and no need of cast land.It can be 

successfully installed in gardens , schools roof , terrace , road sides , highways , streets etc.Thus “Solar Power Tree” is the best solution towards the green 

energy and this concept is successful work. 
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